1.1 Purpose
This document has been written to provide guidance to field consultants for
writing dimensional formulas in SAP BPC 5.x. The optimized schema design in
SAP BPC 5.x has changed how Microsoft Analysis Services (AS) is used behind
the scenes. In this design AS dimensions are used to implement alternative
hierarchies. In release 4.2, the application used to have only one hierarchy with
different trees to support H1, H2 etc. In 5.x, H1 and H2 are real OLAP
hierarchies in dimensions.
In SQL 2000, AS does not recognize the separate dimensions as a single
dimension when considering dimension formulas. In SQL 2005, AS does
recognize the separation as a single dimension but consider formulas by
hierarchy. These differences have created the need for this document.
Because of this change, dimension formulas (or any MDX formula) that used to
work in 4.x won’t work in BPC 5.X when multiple hierarchies are involved.
When using SQL 2005 the use of MDX is not recommended. Using
MDX can result in significant loss of performance. An SP scheduled to
be released from Microsoft may increase performance but this has not
been tested.
Members used in formulas need to be fully qualified with dimension
and hierarchy names.
Members from different hierarchies (in one dimension) cannot be used
in the formula at the same time.
1.2

NOTE

As in all versions, the use of MDX is not recommended. We realize that MDX
appears to be simpler and performs well when you are in development.
However, once you roll out an application MDX will significantly degrade the
performance when multiple users are active. It is therefore recommended that
you avoid the use of MDX when ever possible.
This includes your Excel templates. MDX will always require full qualification of
the hierarchy. Consider the implications of using MDX:
- Removal of a hierarchy in any dimension referenced in a MDX
formula will require manual maintenance to fix the formula. For
example if you reference the entity dimension in an account
formula, removing one of the hierarchies in the entity dimension
will require you to edit the account dimension formulas.
- Changing the structure of a hierarchy in any dimension
referenced in a MDX formula will require manual maintenance to
fix the formula. For example if you reference a member to be
included in another hierarchy of that dimension, all formulas
referencing that member will have to be adjusted for the new
hierarchy relationship.

1.3

Formula definition for SQL 2000
SAP BPC 5.x implements multiple hierarchies as separate dimensions in AS.
For example if the account dimension has two hierarchies AS will create two
dimensions named account.h1 and account.h2. The top member of these
dimensions will be named [all account.h1] and [all account.h2.] All members
of the dimension roll up to this top level member. An understanding of this
concept is important because it relates to how MDX formulas need to be
written.
Suppose we want to define a formula as following in a dimension with 3
hierarchies:
#CF_ST_FIN_RATE= ((#IFRSTRATE/#WKSYR)*#WKSCURMTH)
Where IFRSTRATE, WKSYR and WKSCURMTH are base members of
hierarchy H1 of Account dimension, and CF_ST_FIN_RATE is a dimension
formula in H1 of account dimension.
The correct formula for H1 is
IIF(Account.H2.CurrentMember is Account.H2.[All Account.H2] And
Account.H3.CurrentMember is Account.H3.[All Account.H3],
(Account.H1.IFRSTRATE/Account.H1.WKSYR)*Account.H1.WKSCURMT
H, NULL)
An example of this formula for H2:
IIF(Account.H1.CurrentMember is Account.H1.[All Account.H1] And
Account.H3.CurrentMember is Account.H3.[All Account.H3],
(Account.H2.IFRSTRATE/Account.H2.WKSYR)*Account.H2.WKSCURMT
H, NULL)
Note:
1. All variables need to be fully qualified with dimension name and hierarchy
name, such as account.h1.IFRSTRATE. Otherwise AS returns a syntax
error.
2. When defining a formula on H1, you have to specify that formula returns a
valid result only if the current members on other hierarchies are at the top
level of each hierarchy.

1.4

Discussion of the formula behaviors
Dimension formula works in most cases if it follows the above rules. The
following discussion is for the purpose of understanding and debugging
dimensional formulas.

1.4.1 Data accuracy
We will run into data accuracy issues if you don’t qualify your formula with
these IIF statements.
Suppose you define the formula without IIF statement as following:
(Account.H1.IFRSTRATE/Account.H1.WKSYR)*Account.H1.WKSCURMTH
in FormulaH1 field, value of Account.H2.IFRSTRATE could return 1.#INF.
As you can see in following diagram, If you define a dimension formula F on
hierarchy H1, and query value of member M on hierarchy H2, (H1.[ALL
Dimension.H1], H2.M), Analysis Service returns aggregated value of the
yellow slice as shown below:
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There are two valid cells on the yellow slice, (H1.M, H2.M) and (H1.F, H2.M).
(H1.M, H2.M) is the “normal” cell that returns the right value, the formula
needs to ensure that (H1.F, H2.M) returns a NULL so that (H1.[ALL
Dimension.H1], H2.M) returns the right value.

1.4.2 Fully qualified member definition (within a dimension)
Following is a correct and more efficient, but verbose and complicated formula
for defining CF_ST_FIN_RATE
IIF(Account.H2.CurrentMember is Account.H2.[All Account.H2] And
Account.H3.CurrentMember is Account.H3.[All Account.H3],
(Account.H1.IFRSTRATE, Account.H2.IFRSTRATE,
Account.H3.IFRSTRATE) / (Account.H1.WKSYR, Account.H2.WKSYR,

Account.H3.WKSYR) * (Account.H1.WKSCURMTH,
Account.H2.WKSCURMTH, Account.H3.WKSCURMTH),
NULL)
By fully qualifying member definition with a tuple, the value of each member is
pin pointed, and avoids confusion and the cost of further evaluation. The
downside is that formula becomes complicated and some Analysis Service
functions can’t use tuple as parameter.
Note:
To avoid the 255 character limit that exists for dimension formulas it is
recommended that you add functions to the logic libraries. For example these
two functions can be added to the logic library:
Function Hir1(%Arg1%)
iif(ProdAcct.H2.CurrentMember is [ProdAcct].[H2].[All
ProdAcct.H2],%Arg1%, Null)
*endfunction
*Function Hir2(%Arg1%)
iif(ProdAcct.H1.CurrentMember is [ProdAcct].[H1].[All
ProdAcct.H1],%Arg1%, Null)
*endfunction

To define the calculation:
ProdAcct.H1.Cost1+ ProdAcct.H1.Cost2
The syntax would be:
Hir1(ProdAcct.H1.Cost1+ ProdAcct.H1.Cost2) for FormulaH1 column
Hir2(ProdAcct.H2.Cost1+ ProdAcct.H2.Cost2) for formulaH2 column
Adding these functions to the logic library will avoid the 255 character
limitation issue with SQL DTS.

1.4.3 Evaluation order
By default, AS evaluates each member in a tuple according to the order of
hierarchies which have been added to the cube. BPC 5.X SP1 assigns solve
order 0 to each formula if no solve order is explicitly specified in order to make
sure the dimension formula is evaluated first within a tuple.

1.5

Formula definition for SQL 2005

Currently the use of dimension formulas in SQL 2005 it not recommended due to
significant performance degradation. Some test results have shown response
times going from 2 to 90 seconds when dimensional formulas are used.
The presence of a formula property in a dimension will also cause performance
degradation, even if the property column is left blank.

This is a Microsoft issue with SQL 2005. Microsoft has told us they will be
releasing an SP for AS that should improve performance. This has not been
tested and verified so at the present time it is not recommended to use
dimensional formulas or create a formula property on a dimension when using
SQL 2005.
SQL 2005 correctly handles the evaluation of the hierarchies, therefore, you are
not required to write conditional formulas (IIF) nor does the software have to
control the solve order (It will be set as 0 by default). However, you must define a
formula for each hierarchy.
When a member in H1 has a formula that refers to a member in H2, the formula
should use H1 member name instead of H2.
Here is an example. User wants to write a formula as below.
MemberA of H1 = MemberB of H2 + MemberC of H1
In that case, formulah1 should be MemberA of H1 = MemberB of H1 + MemberC
of H1
It will not make a difference if the formula assigns MemberB in H1 because the
application will automatically add all members to all hierarchies behind the
scenes. To ensure correct result, you should use MemberB of H1 instead of
MemberB of H2.
1.6 Rules for both SQL versions
When maintaining dimension files in the admin console some additional columns
have been added to the layout. For SP1 formulas need to be defined for each
hierarchy.
Here is an example of this new dimensional format for SP1:
ID
Dev1
Dev2

Description
Developmen
t One
Developmen
t Two

ParentH1
Asia
Asia

FormulaH1
Formula with
H1 reference
Formula with
H1 reference

ParentH2
Dev
Dev

FormulaH2
Formula with H2
reference
Formula with H2
reference

If you are going to use Dimensional formulas you will need to add an inapp
property to the dimension called formula.
If a dimension has only one Hierarchy (parentH1) the dimensional formulas can
be created in the formula column there is no need for a formulah1 column. If a
dimension has multiple hierarchies you will still need to create an inapp property
called formula, also ensure that there are inapp properties called formulahn for
each hierarchy in the dimension.
We recommend that all field resources help your customer understand the
importance of properly defining MDX and the reasons to avoid MDX.
1. All MDX formulas must be qualified:
Dimension. Hierarchy Number. Member (Account.H1.Sales)

2. All members referred to in a formula must exist in the referenced hierarchy
(real defined parents in SQL 2000 or system assigned in SQL 2005)
3. Using IS operator instead of = operator
4. Member references are defined as tuple for all the hierarchies in that
dimension
5. Formula length can be a challenge when managing multiple hierarchies in
a single dimension. The use of the formula library is recommended to
avoid the 255 character length issue in Excel.
6. Limit the number of hierarchies that have formulas to get better
performance in both SQL 2000 and 2005. (Ideally all formulas should be in
one hierarchy H1 and there is no formula is H2, H3, and etc.)
7. Recommendation to not use Formula property or dimensional formulas
with 2005.

Note:
A key consideration is it is extremely difficult for the application to validate the
formulas and if you use the generic Query Analyzer you may not detect a
problem. Only when the formula is assigned in the dimension will you fully see
the ramifications of not following the guidelines in this document.

